Introduction
============

Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is the most common genetic variation, with the amount of more than 9 million reported in public databases [@B1]. With the progression of post-genome projects, such as HapMap (<http://www.hapmap.org>) and GWAS (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk>), abundant SNPs linked with phenotypic changes have been found to be useful in understanding human physiology. From this aspect, researchers and clinicians are seeking for using SNP as a new biomarker for diagnosis and prediction in the era of individualized medicine. For instance, many SNPs associated with the susceptibility of cancers are able to help make precise diagnostic [@B2]. Moreover, many SNPs related to drug response are available to predict the therapy efficacy [@B3].

Intensive efforts have been devoted to SNP detection. Currently, the prevailing SNP detection methods mainly depend on the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), such as TaqMan assay [@B4], restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) [@B5] and sequencing. However, the laborious operation as well as the need for auxiliary equipment limit these methods to the laboratory with specialized facilities. The emergence of isothermal amplification strategies for nucleic acids has been revolutionizing the development of genetic detection, which eliminates the need for non-portable thermal cycler [@B6], [@B7]. Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) is one of the most practical methods which was developed by Notomi and his colleagues in 2000 [@B8]. Conventional LAMP uses two primer pairs targeting to six regions on a target sequence and a mesophilic DNA polymerase with strand-displacement activity to realize specific amplification. LAMP shows great potential in clinical detection due to its good tolerance to crudely processed samples [@B9], [@B10]. Furthermore, the loop primer has been introduced to LAMP, leading to a significant enhancement of reaction rate [@B11]. In the last few years, several LAMP-based SNP detection methods have been reported, such as allele-specific LAMP (AS-LAMP) [@B12]-[@B15], the one-step strand displacement coupled LAMP (LAMP-OSD) [@B16], and the LAMP combined with allele-selective oligonucleotide hybridization (LAMP-ASO) [@B17]. The strategy of AS-LAMP is placing the site of interest at the 3\' or 5\' end of the initial primers such that the specific amplification could be realized by mesophilic DNA polymerases with the ability of mismatch discrimination. However, many DNA polymerases used in isothermal amplification may initial extension regardless of the 3\'-terminal mismatches [@B18]. The addition of unique mismatch-binding protein Taq MutS was able to overcome this problem [@B19], but the binding activity of MutS depends on the composition of each mismatched base pair [@B20]. Additionally, the primer used to realize AS-LAMP strictly depends on the position of the SNP in target, making these methods inflexible in primer design. The LAMP-OSD assay, as well as the LAMP-ASO reaction, were more complex, which required more time on signal readout. Apart from the advance in isothermal amplification, the great progress in isothermal genetic detection is attributed to the development of reporting methods. The reporting system is vital to genetic detection because it directly presents the result of a whole assay. Among the reporting systems, colorimetric sensor could be a promising tool in the applications of point-of-care (POC) diagnosis and field test due to the portability, low cost, and no need for complicated instrumentation. More important, the signal change can be directly read out by naked eyes. Recently, many colorimetric reporting systems have been reported to detect isothermal amplification such as the DNAzyme [@B21] and modified nanozyme [@B22], [@B23]. The methods used for monitoring LAMP reaction have been drawing attention from diverse fields of science, but a suitable colorimetric tool for SNP detection is still a challenge. Except for the real-time fluorescence assay that depends on the bulky instrument, currently described reporting systems in LAMP-based SNP detection include several visualized methods such as enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay [@B17], nanoparticles [@B24] and lateral flow dipstick [@B13]. These visualized reporting systems, though costly and laborious, are promising in POCT. Nevertheless, these measurements require tube opening at the endpoint, which is an unwise choice in LAMP reaction due to the high risk of carry-over contamination. The one-step colorimetric reporting way is, therefore, more attractive. Some colorimetric indicators are capable of reflecting the results of isothermal reaction in a single-step way, such as metal ion indicators [@B25], [@B26] and pH-sensitive dyes [@B27]. However, none of them has been reported to be used for LAMP-based SNP discrimination, which might be ascribed to the narrow time gap between specific and unspecific amplification.

Herein, we presented a novel strategy to genotype SNP based on the PE-LAMP, in which the loop primer was conferred a new role of SNP detection. In the meantime, we sought to realize the visualized genotyping without uncapping, making the new method a user-friendly tool in typing SNP.

Materials and methods
=====================

Plasmid construction and preparation of the real sample
-------------------------------------------------------

To obtain the standard template, two plasmids containing the rs3741219 specific sequence which differing in a single nucleotide were constructed by using pEASY®-T1 Cloning Kit (TransGen Biotech Company Limited, China). Then the recombined plasmids were purified with AxyPrep Plasmid purification kit (Corning Life Science, USA) and verified via sequencing by Sangon Biotech Company Limited (Shanghai, China). The final DNA quality and concentration were measured by the NanoDrop UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Corporation, USA). The genomic samples were collected from saliva samples provided by the informed individuals. After collection, 1 mL saliva sample was centrifuged at 5400 g for 5 min at room temperature. Then the precipitate was simply processed by the commercial DNA extraction kit (Sigma-Aldrich Corporation, USA). Finally, 1 μL lysed saliva sample was directly added to the LAMP or PCR condition without purification.

Primer and probe design
-----------------------

Two sets of primers named outer and inner primers were designed according to the principle of the LAMP. Additionally, loop probes (LPs) were designed according to the allelic type of SNP. The primers for direct sequencing were also designed. All sequences were given in supplemental**Tables S1 and S2**.

PCR reaction and verification of SNP
------------------------------------

For PCR reaction, the reaction was performed in 50 μL condition containing 1 U phanta Max Super-fidelity DNA polymerase, 25 μL 2x phanta Max buffer (Vazyme Biotech Company Limited, China), 0.2 mM deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates (dNTP), and 0.4 μM of forward and reverse primers. The PCR reaction was incubated in a C1000TM Thermal Cycler PCR (Bio-Rad Laboratories, USA) for total of 35 cycles (95 °C for 3 min, followed by 35 cycles of 30 s at 95 °C, 45 s at 60 °C and 30 s at 72 °C. A final elongation step at 72 °C for 5 min). The amplification products were verified by 2% agarose gel and subjected to direct sequencing.

Probe-enhanced LAMP reaction
----------------------------

For PE-LAMP reaction, the whole reaction was performed in 25 μL mixture containing 1.6 μM each of inner primers, 0.4 μM each of outer primers, 0.8 μM LP, 1 M betaine (Sigma-Aldrich), 2.5 μL 10x LAMP buffer (200 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 100 mM (NH4)~2~SO~4~, 40 mM MgCl~2~, and 600 mM KCl), 0.8 mM dNTP, 4 U Bsm DNA polymerase large fragment (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and 1 μL DNA template. The reaction solution was incubated at an optimized temperature for different SNP sites.

Amplification analysis
----------------------

For real-time fluorescent LAMP, 1/50,000 diluted original SYBR Green I (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was preadded to the reaction condition. As for visualized detection, 100 μM Neutral red (N-red) was added to the LAMP solution before the amplification. The amplification products were verified by 2% agarose gel.

The sensitivity and specificity of the method
---------------------------------------------

The sensitivity of PE-LAMP reaction was evaluated by using 10-fold serial dilutions of the plasmid. The specificity of PE-LAMP reaction was measured by using the mixed templates containing different ratios (100%, 10%, 1%, 0.1% and 0%, regards to total 10^6^ copies of targets) of mutant rs3741219 plasmids.

Application of the method using saliva samples
----------------------------------------------

The real-life samples with defined genotype (*CYP2C19\**2 and *MDR1* C3435T) were used to evaluate the method. When using colorimetric genotyping, the whole assay was carried out by pre-adding N-red to the reaction tubes.

Results and Discussion
======================

The mechanism of SNP detection based on PE-LAMP
-----------------------------------------------

The principle of our strategy was shown in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A**, a set of LAMP primers including inner and outer primers were designed according to the target sequence. The SNP site was flanked by the two regions of the inner primer (F1C and F2C) so as to make sure that the SNP allele sits in the loop domain of the LAMP products. Then with the strand displacement ability of mesophilic DNA polymerase, the initial amplification could produce the dumbbell-shaped products. After several rounds of amplification by using dumbbell structure as the template, a few intermediate products with single strand loop containing the SNP allele could be generated. Then the loop probe (LP), designed to detect the mutant allele, was used to hybrid with the mutant-containing loop domain. When the LP was perfectly complementary to the target region, the subsequent LAMP reaction could be significantly enhanced. On the contrary, the reaction containing the wild-type template could not be enhanced efficiently due to the single-base mismatch that leads to unstable hybridization between LP and the loop under the reaction temperature. Due to the difference in amplification rate, the mutant may be detected by the time gap between these two reactions. Based on the PE-LAMP, SNP genotyping could be realized through proceeding two independent reactions, each comprising one kind of LP that corresponds to the allelic type of the SNP. In our strategy, the SNP detection mainly depends on the probe hybridization, rather than the discrimination ability of isothermal DNA polymerase. The detection result could be reported in a fluorescent real-time way by using a double-stranded DNA binding dye or in a visual way with the aid of the colorimetric indicators.

Construction of the method
--------------------------

To investigate the feasibility of the strategy, we designed a set of LAMP primers according to the SNP (rs3741219) (**Figure [S1](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**), which is known as a tag SNP in the human genome [@B28]. We firstly constructed two plasmids that contain mutant allele (C) and wild-type allele (T), respectively.

Then the LAMP reaction was carried out using the plasmid template and we found that the reaction could be performed under the temperature ranging from 57 °C to 62 °C (**Figure [S1](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). To validate the enhancement of loop primer to LAMP rate, we conducted two real-time LAMP reactions with and without a loop primer, respectively. The real-time fluorescent LAMP (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B**) showed that the amplification rate of the loop primer-involving reaction was greatly enhanced compared to that lacking loop primer. Then the LAMP products were subjected to agarose gel electrophoresis and the typical ladder on agarose gel (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C**) also indicated that the amplification rate could be significantly enhanced by the loop primer, which was consistent with the previous report [@B11]. In virtue of the role that the loop primer played in the LAMP reaction, there could be a possibility of making the loop primer a specific probe which links the amplification efficiency to the allelic constitution. According to our strategy, the specific hybridization of the LP should be the core part to realize the amplification difference which is the basis of SNP discrimination. The hybridization is a thermodynamic process, thus, the LP should be designed to destabilize the non-specific hybridization but stabilize the specific one. To obtain the ideal discrimination, it is critical to select the LP with a proper melting temperature (Tm). Thus, a series of LPs with different length were tested under the maximum reaction temperature (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A**). As can be seen from **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}D**, all the reactions that comprise mismatching LPs showed poorer amplification efficiency compared to the reaction containing matched LPs. Unexpectedly, however, among these mismatching LPs, the LPs with 11-nucleotide (nt) in length could provide no enhancement to the reaction in 80 min so that the biggest time gap (more than 40 min) between the two reactions (11nt LP(G) vs 11nt LP(A), **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}D**) could be obtained. By contrast, the non-specific amplification signal from the others mismatched LPs could be detected soon after the specific amplification signal, thus showing the relatively narrow time gap. The agarose gel pattern in **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}E** also showed that the reaction containing 11nt LP(A) was similar to the reaction without LP, demonstrating the 11nt mismatched LP could not stably bind to the target under the reaction temperature. Thus, the 11nt LPs presented better discrimination ability in our model. Additionally, like the design of a hybridization probe in DNA microarrays [@B29], the SNP position in probe should also be considered. Therefore, three pairs of LPs, with the allele at 5\' end, 3\' end and middle, respectively, were used to investigate the positional effect of the mutant in LP (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A**). As shown in **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}F**, we found that both three sets of LPs fulfilled the requirement of discrimination in an hour, however, the specific LP (11 nt LP(G)) showed a higher amplification efficiency, indicating the faster discrimination. Additionally, when extending the reaction time, the LP with the SNP at the center could provide a maximum time gap (49.9 min, **Table [S3](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"})** that represented optimal discrimination. The result was repeated by using the wild-type plasmid (**Figure [S2](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). This result was similar to previously reported studies [@B30], [@B31], which might be explained by the assumption that a mismatch at the center of a probe was most disruptive to hybridization. Taken together, we chose the 11nt LP with the allele at the center as the optimal probe for the following study and the results showed that the specific probe could successfully detect different targets (**Figure [S3](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**).

Genotyping of SNP and visualized analysis
-----------------------------------------

After the demonstration of PE-LAMP in SNP detection, we explored its ability in SNP genotyping. We assigned 11nt LP(G) and 11nt LP(A) to two parallel reactions containing the same template such that we could determine the genotype of the sample by analyzing the difference between these reactions (**Figure [S4](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). In experiments with plasmid templates, the results in **Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A** showed that only the reaction containing matching LP had a rapid increase in fluorescence in an hour, demonstrating the PE-LAMP assay could accurately discriminate homozygotes and heterozygote. Then we sought to realize the colorimetric genotyping. Although there are many ways to achieve visualization, the one-step visualized detection is far more attractive to LAMP reaction. Neutral red (N-red) is a pH indicator that manifests color change from orange to pink over pH 8.0 to 6.8 [@B27]. We explored the feasibility of visualized detection by pre-adding N-red. As presented in **Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B**, the color of the tubes with matching LP turned pink while the tubes with mismatching LP remained orange when using N-red as the indicator. The color change of the N-red could be explained by the pH drop which was caused by the released hydrogen ion as the DNA polymerase incorporates dNTP into the nascent DNA. In the meantime, we also obtained similar results by using the classic indicator, Hydroxy naphthol blue (HNB) (**Figure [S5](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). All the colorimetric results were consistent with the discrimination results using fluorescence, suggesting that the PE-LAMP assay was capable of colorimetric SNP typing. As far as we know, neither of these two indicators was mentioned in LAMP-based SNP detection. It might due to that the indicators need a wider time window to realize distinctly single-nucleotide mutation discrimination, which was hardly obtained by the existing LAMP-based SNP detection method. According to our results, the PE-LAMP was able to provide a sufficient time gap to obtain an optimal colorimetric difference. Meanwhile, the indicator was pre-added to the reaction, thus reducing the possible carry-over contamination.

Analysis of the sensitivity and specificity
-------------------------------------------

Although SNP detection has been thought to be a qualitative detection in most cases, the crudely treated samples may challenge the application of a method. Thus, a method with high sensitivity is more favorable in SNP detection. To determine the sensitivity of the whole assay, the gradient dilution plasmid templates (10^1^ to 10^8^) were used for PE-LAMP. In this experiment, the Tq value, which is similar to the Cq in real-time PCR, was defined as the reaction time but not the cycle number when fluorescence intensity exceeds an arbitrary threshold. According to the result, as few as 10^3^ copies of the target could achieve efficient amplification (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A** and **Figure [S6](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). The amplification Tq values were in linear correlation to the concentration of target (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B**), indicating a potential of the method in quantification through real-time assay. Notably, it is commonly believed that 1 μL of extracted clinical sample, about 10^4^-10^5^ copies, is enough for routine detection [@B24]. Thus, the sensitivity of this strategy is enough to give a rapid and accurate genotyping result when applied for routine detection in clinical use. In order to investigate the specificity of our method, the probe specific to the mutant template was used to detect the total 10^6^ copies of mixed templates harboring mutant templates at different ratios (100%, 10%, 1%, 0.1 and 0%, in percentage). According to the results, the time gaps between the mutant-harbouring reaction and the background (100% wild-type) were substantial enough to give a significant discrimination even in the presence of 0.1% mutant targets (1 mutant in 999 wild-type, 44 min,**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C**) and the distinct colorimetric discrimination (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D**), implying the method was specific to detect the low abundant mutant target. The high repeatability was obtained in **Figure [S7](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**. The experiments, in this case, were similar to the routine detection of acquired somatic mutation, in which the amount of total genomic DNA was fixed but the mutant was present in low abundance. The proposed method was competent to deal with such a situation with high specificity, indicating a great potential in the liquid biopsy.

Evaluation of the strategy using the real-life sample
-----------------------------------------------------

To explore the feasibility of this method in practical use, the strategy was further applied to pharmacogenomic test using human genomic DNA samples. The pharmacogenomic test is a useful method to predict the drug response using human genetic makeup. We verified the feasibility of the method in genotyping genome using saliva lysates (**Figure [S8](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). Then we investigated the further use of this strategy to genotype two SNPs (*CYP2C19\**2 (G681A) and *MDR1* C3435T) that relate to the antiplatelet drug Clopidogrel. *CYP2C19\**2 is the most common allele which accounts for about 75-85% of loss-of-function mutation in the *CYP2C19* gene [@B32] that affects the metabolism of Clopidogrel. P-glycoprotein, encoded by the *MDR1* gene, is involved in drug transport and *MDR1* polymorphisms, especially C3435T, was found to affect the function of P-glycoprotein [@B33]. There are many clinical trials have demonstrated that *CYP2C19\**2 and *MDR1* C3435T played an important role in predicting the clinical outcome of Clopidogrel [@B34]-[@B36]. According to the pharmacogenomic test, as illustrated in **Figure [S9](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A**, we devised a workflow to realize pharmacogenomic test using the PE-LAMP. The saliva sample was simply treated by the fast extraction kit that is commercially available and then the saliva lysate was subjected to genotyping by PE-LAMP. To evaluate our method, we sequenced several candidates and confirmed their genotypes at these two SNP sites (**Figure [S9](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B**). The fluorescence curves presented in **Figure [S10](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}** and **S11** demonstrated that the probes designed here were capable of discriminating different types of these two SNPs. The colorimetric discrimination is shown in **Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**, which was in accordance with the sequencing results, indicated that the proposed method could be an effective tool in the development of on-site SNP genotyping. As we expected, the colorimetric genotyping could be finished in an hour. Apart from the saliva sample, the whole blood samples were also conducted to evaluate the method (**Figure [S12](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). When compared to some currently reported methods, the performance of the PE-LAMP was comparable to some of the existing methods such as the high-resolution melting analysis (HRM) and the reported LAMP-based methods (**Figure [S13](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}** and**Table [S4](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**).

In particular, the one-step operation, as well as less requirement of instrument in comparison with these methods, make the proposed method more user-friendly. Furthermore, as an isothermal method, the PE-LAMP could be improved in the future by simplifying the DNA extraction, using improved DNA polymerase or the highly sensitive signal reporter. These improvements could make a difference in shortening the assay time, which may make the proposed method a fast diagnosis tool in the future.

Conclusions
===========

We reported here a simple and cost-effective strategy for sensitive and colorimetric genotyping of SNP at a constant temperature. The proposed technique takes advantage of the hybridization of oligonucleotide probe and the powerful amplification of LAMP, resulting in a dramatic discrepancy in amplification efficiency. Unlike the recently reported LAMP-based SNP detections, our strategy principally depends on the hybridization of specific probe, whereby the influence of mismatch extension caused by mesophilic DNA polymerase is minimized. Besides, the primer design in our strategy is more flexible, making this method easier in selecting the proper probe for an allele. In summary, this method comprises several merits: (i) the whole assay is based on the PE-LAMP, which is competent to genotype a real-life sample in an isothermal manner; (ii) the method can be coupled with colorimetric indicator to realize the one-step visualized detection, which can be observed by naked eyes and eliminates the risk of carry-over contamination; (iii) the sensitivity and specificity of the method are comparable to the routine detection platform, supporting its application in clinical test; (iv) the hybridization probe is sensitive enough to discriminate the single-base mutation, thus the strategy may have a great potential in detecting other forms of genetic variation including deletions, insertions and duplications; (v) the method uses the unmodified probe and there is no additional protein in need except for the DNA polymerase, making this method cost-effective than many existing methods. With these features, the proposed method needs only a simple temperature controller, much suitable for decentralization healthcare in source-limited regions, which is expected to provide a robust platform for SNP genotyping.
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LAMP

:   loop-mediated isothermal amplification

POCT

:   point-of-care testing

HapMap

:   haplotype map

GWAS

:   genome-wide association study

RFLP

:   restriction fragment length polymorphism

AS-LAMP

:   allele-specific LAMP

*CYP2C19*

:   cytochrome P450 family 2 subfamily C member 19

*MDR1*

:   multidrug resistance protein 1, also known as P-glycoprotein 1

![The schematic of detection of SNP by using the PE-LAMP. The outer primers (F3 and B3), the inner primers (F1C-F2 and B1C-B2) as well as the loop probe (LP) for the mutant target are designed. Then LAMP amplifies the target, yielding a few intermediate products with single-strand loops. When the specific LP hybrid to the target loop, the subsequent amplification will be accelerated. While the reaction containing the wild-type target remains low efficiency. The real-time fluorescence tracing is realized by SYBR Green I. For the colorimetric analysis, Neutral red (N-red) or Hydroxy naphthol blue (HNB) is pre-added to the reaction tubes.](thnov09p3723g001){#F1}

![Demonstration of PE-LAMP and selection of the LP. (A) Schematic of the hybridization of LP and all LPs used. The mutation in LP was highlighted in red. (B) Validation of accelerated LAMP by using 15nt loop primer. (C) Gel electrophoresis analysis of the loop primer effect on LAMP reaction. (D) Selection of the LP with proper length using mutant plasmid. (E) Gel electrophoresis analysis of probe-enhanced LAMP using 11nt LPs. (F) Investigating the positional effect of the mutant in LP.](thnov09p3723g002){#F2}

![Genotyping of SNP rs3741219 using the PE-LAMP. (A) The real-time fluorescent typing of mutant type plasmid (rs3741219 C), wild-type plasmid (rs3741219 T) and mixed type plasmid (rs3741219 C and T). Each experiment was repeated three times. (B) Using pre-added N-red to colorimetrically type plasmid templates.](thnov09p3723g003){#F3}

![The sensitivity and specificity of PE-LAMP. (A) The sensitivity of the real-time fluorescent PE-LAMP (left) and the linear relationship between the Tq value and the logarithm of the copy number (right) in the range of 10^8^ copies to 10^3^ copies. The error bars are the standard deviation of three repetitive measurements. (B) Real-time fluorescent PE-LAMP (left) and colorimetric detection (right) using 11nt LP(G) (specific to mutant) to detect mutant templates at varying percentages (100%, 10%, 1%, 0.1%, 0%).](thnov09p3723g004){#F4}

![Application of PE-LAMP to genotype real-life samples. (A) The colorimetric typing of homozygous and heterozygous *MDR1* C3435T allele by using saliva samples. (B) The colorimetric typing of homozygous and heterozygous *CYP2C19\**2 allele by using saliva samples.](thnov09p3723g005){#F5}
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